
Restoring The Vitality Of The Church
Acts 2:36-47

Objective:  Inspire people to restore the vitality of the early church.
Reading:  Acts 2:36-47.
Memory:  Acts 2:42;   “T_ d_ t_ t_ t_ a_ t_ a_ t_ t_ f_, t_ t_ b_ o_ b_ a_ t_ p_.”
Introduction:
1. I suspect that the church of our Lord has changed considerably since Christ first established it.
2. With all the danger and hardships, wouldn’t you still like to have been a apart of it in those days:  The 

excitement, the enthusiasm, the genuine commitment?  Watching lives empowered and transformed?
3. Can’t you sometimes feel the spirit of it changing lives and transforming them?  Peter, from a 

fisherman to a leading Apostle?  Zacchaeus from an obnoxious tax-collector to a Gospel writer?  Paul 
from breathing threats of murder and imprisonment against Christians to a leading Christian willing to 
suffer and die for the faith?

We ought to restore the nature of the first Century Church! (HOW?)
Acts 2:42 suggests four key elements to the vitality of the church of the first century.

The first key element to restoring the vitality of the church is to imitate the first Christians in - 
I.       Devoting Ourselves to the Apostle’s Teaching.  
A. This is really involves the whole of Scripture.

1. Jesus helped them understand it all.  Revealed to them the meaning of it.
2. As we study specifically what the apostles taught, it clarifies it all  for us as well.
3. Cf.  1 Corinthians 9:9-10,  “9For it is written in the Law of Moses: “Do not muzzle an ox while  

it is treading out the grain.” Is it about oxen that God is concerned? 10Surely he says this  
for us, doesn’t he?”

4. Exciting to study.  Brings clarity, enlightenment, understanding.

B. Here is where real spiritual transformation begins!
1. The Word carries the power to transform lives.
2. Romans 1:16-17  ,  “16I am not ashamed of the gospel, because it is the power of God for the  

salvation of everyone who believes: first for the Jew, then for the Gentile. 17For in the 
gospel a righteousness from God is revealed, a righteousness that is by faith from first to  
last, just as it is written: “The righteous will live by faith.”

a. Here the righteousness of God is revealed!
b. Here is where live changing faith is developed.

3. Here is where life-changing “trust in God” is developed -  Romans 10:17,  “Consequently, faith 
comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard through the word of Christ.”

C. They devoted themselves to it.
1. This was a serious thing for them!  We are not speaking of an occasional thing.  Hours @ day!
2. James 1:22-25  ,  “22Do not merely listen to the word, and so deceive yourselves. Do what it  

says. 23Anyone who listens to the word but does not do what it says is like a man who 
looks at his face in a mirror 24and, after looking at himself, goes away and immediately  
forgets what he looks like. 25But the man who looks intently into the perfect law that gives 
freedom, and continues to do this, not forgetting what he has heard, but doing it—he will  
be blessed in what he does.”

a. “Intently” is not just a cursory or casual peek.  Involves concentration.  Meditation.
b. They thought about it, talked about it.  Were intrigued by it and challenged by it.

D. Some suggested means of greater devotion.
1. Schedule it.  Don’t leave it to chance.  Do it on purpose.
2. Tell someone what your plan is.  Promise someone.  Get together for it.
3. At least make it to classes where time and arrangements have been set aside.
4. Pick a passage to meditate on all day.  Carry memory verses.  Follow a read through plan.  Out 

loud over breakfast.  Keep a journal.  Read ahead for classes.  Several translations.

The second element to restoring the vitality of the church is to imitate the first Christians in - 



II.      Devoting Ourselves to The Fellowship.  
A. Social interaction with Christians.

1. Not just attending “church” or “pot-luck”, but interacting and sharing lives together.
2. Not just attending programs and events, but really getting to know each other.
3. Doing things together.  Spending time together.  From house to house.

B. Their fellowship was an intensive thing.
1. Not just one hour once a week.  They shared the essence of their lives!
2. They were excited about who they were in Christ and about being with those who were trying to 

know Christ and imitate Him.

C. Such fellowship is a key to life transformation!
1. Spiritual growth and maturing happens as the living Word interacts in lives.
2. Can’t role model, encourage, uplift or challenge each other spiritually if we are alone.
3. If we spend 95% of our time with the “world” and 5% in Christian fellowship, which will we be more 

apt to reflect in our lives?
4. To grow in the Image of Christ, we need to spend time with the body of Christ and immersed in the 

Spirit of Christ that is so prevalent when Christians are together honoring God.
5. The test of real fellowship is whether you are close enough and comfortable enough to share your 

sins,  to confess faults and ask for prayers.  To know when the other is hurting or in spiritual 
danger.  Is there someone you can be open and share with?

The third key element to restoring the vitality of the church is to imitate the first Christians in - 
III.     Devoting Ourselves to The Breaking of Bread.  
A. This is referring to our “Communion Service”.

1. The Lord’s Supper.  We do this as a 10-15 minute ritual.  It is supposed to be much more.
2. It has come to be more of a “sacrament” – something magical that we are entitled to or obligated 

to perform.  It is supposed to be much more.
3. We think because we showed up and did it we are good for the week.  Some relegate it monthly.

B. It is a celebration of a New and Personal Covenant.
1. 1 Corinthians 11:24-25  ,  “…and when he had given thanks, he broke it and said, “This is my 

body, which is for you; do this in remembrance of me.” In the same way, after supper he  
took the cup, saying, “This cup is the new covenant in my blood; do this, whenever you  
drink it, in remembrance of me.”

2. A weekly reminder of who we are and what we have in Christ.  It is a participation in Christ and 
everything He stands for.

3. It is sharing a fellowship meal with God Almighty, with Christ the Son and the Holy Spirit!
4. It is a recognition or fellowship with other Christians – the physical, active body of Christ on earth.
5. It is a celebration of the fact that God has blessed up with a covenant, with Promises.  It is a time 

to remember those promises and rejoice in them and it is a time of introspection to see if we are 
really living up to our end of the bargain.  To see if we also are Promise-Keepers!

6. A time to reconnoiter and renew our efforts.  To redirect our lives in a right way from where forces 
have pulled and discouraged during the week.

C. A time to share a meal with God.
1. How could anyone miss such an opportunity?
2. Would you miss out on having dinner with the President, favorite movie star, greatest love?
3. No wonder they were devoted to it and energized by it.  They loved God with all heart…!

Finally, the fourth key element to restoring the vitality of the church is to imitate the first Christians in - 
IV.     Devoting Ourselves to Prayer.  
A. We should take this more seriously!

1. What an amazing gift to be able to speak personally with the Lord of all Creation.
2. If your church lacks vitality, if your faith seems dead it may be because your prayer life is dead.
3. Prayer is our communication with God!  Here is the source of power!



4. Here is another source of live-changing introspection!
5. They devoted themselves.  Evidently, both publicly and in private.
6. Devoting infers time spent.  Infers making and scheduling time for it, not as an after thought, but 

very intentionally.

B. It is more important and vital than physical service.
1. Acts 6:1-4  ,  “1In those days when the number of disciples was increasing, the Grecian Jews  

among them complained against the Hebraic Jews because their widows were being  
overlooked in the daily distribution of food. 2So the Twelve gathered all the disciples  
together and said, “It would not be right for us to neglect the ministry of the word of God  
in order to wait on tables. 3Brothers, choose seven men from among you who are known 
to be full of the Spirit and wisdom. We will turn this responsibility over to them 4and will  
give our attention to prayer and the ministry of the word.”

2. Most of us would rather spend our time doing the physical things.  
a. Is it because we get bored?  We don’t feel like we are really doing anything?
b. We tend to reserve prayer as a formality.  Or as a last resort.  If WE can’t do anything, pray.
c. Is this because we don’t really TRUST?  Key to prayer is TRUST!  Do you really trust that God 

is hearing and working and answering?
3. Bumper sticker says;  “Prayer Changes Things”.  Do you believe it?
4. What vitality would the church have if we doubled our prayer life?  Prayed together all night?
5. What vitality would the church have if we prayed for individuals and specifics?
6. What vitality would the church have if we devoted ourselves to prayer like they did?

So What?
The energy and vitality of the first century church is NOT something of the past.  It can and 

should be our experience here today as well.  We need to get serious about it as they were.  We 
need to step up and actually do the key things they did.  Restoring the vital nature of the church 
begins with doing as they did.  They were excited and real and …”they devoted themselves 
to the apostles’ teaching and to the fellowship, to the breaking of bread and to prayer.” 
We need to do the same.

Closing Prayer:



Restoring The Vitality Of The Church
Acts 2:36-47

Reading:  Acts 2:36-47. Memory:  Acts 2:42
“T_ d_ t_ t_ t_ a_ t_ a_ t_ t_ f_, t_ t_ b_ o_ b_ a_ t_ p_.”

We ought to restore the nature of the first Century Church!
Four key elements to the vitality of the church.

I.       Devoting Ourselves to the Apostle’s Teaching.  
A. This is really involves the whole of Scripture. 1 Corinthians 9:9-10

B. Here is where real spiritual transformation begins! Romans 1:16-17      Romans 10:17

C. They devoted themselves to it. James 1:22-25

D. Some suggested means of greater devotion.

II.      Devoting Ourselves to The Fellowship.  
A. Social interaction with Christians.

B. Their fellowship was an intensive thing.

C. Such fellowship is a key to life transformation!

III.     Devoting Ourselves to The Breaking of Bread.  
A. This is referring to our “Communion Service”.

B. It is a celebration of a New and Personal Covenant. 1 Corinthians 11:24-25

C. A time to share a meal with God.

IV.     Devoting Ourselves to Prayer.  
A. We should take this more seriously!

B. It is more important and vital than physical service. Acts 6:1-4

So What?
…”they devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to the fellowship, to the 

breaking of bread and to prayer.”   We need to do the same.


